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heterogeneity presents problems however, particularly in 
terms of redundancy and ambiguity.

To achieve some degree of interoperability to enable 
integration and sharing of data across different applications 
and organizations, virtually any application that involves 
multiple ontologies must establish correspondences among 
them (Uschold 2003). Hence, the development of tools 
to measure the degree of similarity among ontologies has 
received much attention (Liu et al. 2021).

To be fully meaningful the similarity must consider the use 
of both linguistic and structural matchings hence adopts two 
phases to compute similarity of the ontologies and return a 
measure of the degree of similarity. In this work the measure 
is considered a real number in the unit interval [0,1], with 0 
means no similarity and 1 means complete similarity.

1. Introduction
Ontology matching is a key challenge in Semantic Web 
(Berners-Lee et al. 2001). It is the problem of finding 
semantic mappings among ontologies for data integration 
and reuse. To operate effectively, the Semantic Web must 
be able to make explicit the semantics of Web resources 
via ontologies, which software agents use to automatically 
process these resources. Hence, large number of ontologies 
are constructed covering many domains. Given the nature 
of the web, being decentralised and lack common criterion 
for building ontology, many of these ontologies will have 
overlapping domains, while many others may describe 
similar domains but using different terminologies. This 
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2. Determining Linguistic Similarity Among 
Entities
The first phase of the analysis is to compute linguistic similarity 
among ontologies entities. Generally, linguistic similarity 
between two entities relies on both morphological and 
semantic of the entities. Ontologies are usually represented 
as attributed directed graphs and since the emergence of the 
Semantic Web, such graph has been standardized by the 
World Wide Web Consortium (Berners-Lee et al. 2001) as 
set of RDF triples of the form <subject, predicate, object>. 
Attribute name or label of a node or an arc in RDF graph can 
be a URI or a literal, whether string, word or variable, and 
nodes can also be blanks. Morphological similarity of the 
ontology entities can be done by comparing their character 
strings, while semantic similarity is done by comparing their 
meanings.

To measure morphological similarity, we can use Levenshtein 
string edit distance (Rice et al. 1997). In this method, the 
similarity of two strings is taken as the minimum number 
of single characters edit operations: deletions, insertions, 
or substitutions, which are required in order to transform 
one string into the other. Thus, the morphological similarity 
measure Simmorph  is given by:
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Where ( , )ED n ni j  is the Levenshtein’s edit distance for 
label strings of the two entities ni  and n j  as character 
strings irrespective of the types of the labels.

To compare the semantics of ontology entities, their 
character strings should be tokenized using a tokenization 
algorithm such as NLTK (Ramasubramanian and Ramya 
2013, Bird et al. 2009). Tokenization is an NLP basic process 
that partitions  a character string into a sequence of units of 
letters called tokens by using delimiters (such as punctuations, 
upper case, digits etc.) and discarding the non-letter ones. If 
any such tokens are words, we can measure their semantic 
similarity by using WordNet (Miller et al. 2006). WordNet 
is a lexical database that organizes nouns and verbs into a 
taxonomy of is–a relations. Several methods are devised in 
the bibliography for measuring the correlation or similarity 
between two terms from the WordNet ontology (Qin et al. 
2009, Blanchard et al. 2005, Budanitsky and Hirst 2006, Lin 
1998, Ding et al. 2005, Resnik 1995). However, the results 
on the evaluation of the performance of these similarity 
methods done by Verlas et al. (Varelas et al. 2005) have 
shown fairly general agreements among them. Here we 

select similarity measures based on counting edges between 
concepts i.e., their depth in the WordNet is-a taxonomy 
e.g., the works in (Wu and Palmer 1994, Algergawy et al. 
2010), Hence to measure the semantic similarity between 
two tokens t1 and t2 we use Wu and Palmer’s formula (2) 
below that is illustrated in Figure 1.
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where D1  and D2  are the numbers of is-a edges from nodes 
representing tokens t1 and t2 to node t0, their first mutual 
parent (called the Least Common Subsumer LCS) that 
subsumes them both. D0  is the number of is-a edges from 
t0 to the root of the hierarchy. When tokens are not proper 
words which means cannot be found in WordNet, then only 
morphological similarity is considered.

Figure 1. Illustration of the semantic similarity measure in 
formula (2).

The semantic similarity SimSem of the labels of two entities 
ni  and n j  can be taken as the semantic similarity of their 
corresponding token sets T1 and T2 (Nayak et al. 2007, 
Salman 2020, Wang et al. 2021). This can be calculated by 
adding up the best (maximum) similarity of every token 
in one set to the tokens in the other. The summation is 
then averaged by dividing over the sum of the two sets 
cardinalities as shown in formula (3) below:
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The linguistic similarity ( , )Sim n nLing i j  of two entities ni

and n j  can then be calculated by weighted sum combining 
morphological and semantic similarities (Zhang et al. 2008, 
Salman 2020, Liu et al. 2021, Lv et al. 2020) and can be 
defined as:

( , )

( , ) ( , )

Sim n n

p Sim n n q Sim n n

Ling i j

morph i j Sem i j# #= +
  (4)

where, ;p q !  [0,1] and p q+ = 1

3. Structure Similarity Matching
Linguistic similarity as shown in section 2 considers the 
similarity of the ontology entities without considering 
the similarity of ontology structure. As the ontology is 
represented by RDF graph, similarity of ontology structure 
is turned into similarity matching of RDF graphs. Exact 
graph matchings have been shown in the literature to be 
NP-complete, e.g., in (Klyne 2004). However, we rely in 
RDF graph matching on characteristics of RDF graph 
(Zhu et al. 2002). An RDF graph representing ontology is 
simply a set of triples of the form <subject, property, object> 
(Klyne 2004) and we can define it as follows.

Definition: An RDF graph is a directed labelled graph G = 
(N,A) where (1) N is a set of nodes whether represent subjects 
or objects, (2) A is a set of arcs represent properties (called also 
predicates) and (3) each arc a !A connects subject node s 
!  N to object o !  N in that direction, representing triple 
<s, p, o>.

For computing the similarity between two RDF graphs, 
matching is based on the intuition that if two subject nodes 
are matched then their objects are also matched if their 
arcs properties were matched. This idea was proposed in 
Similarity Flooding work by Melnik et al [8] and also by G. 
Jeh et al in SimRank ( Jeh and Widom 2002). The matching 
between two graphs can be put in the form of a graph, we 
call this similarity graph, by pairing matched nodes according 
to the that intuition. Similar procedure was also used in the 
work in (Zhang et al. 2008) to create matching tree. Hence 
to compute the similarity between two RDF graphs g and 
g’ we first construct a similarity graph G (g, g’) according to 
the following rule. Each node in the similarity graph is an 
element from g × g’ such that ((n1, n1’), p, (n2, n2’)) !  G (g, g’) 
+  (n1, p, n2) !  g and (n1’, p, n2’) !  g’ and n1 is matched to n1’. 
Using graph G (g, g’), the structure similarity between ni  in 
g and n j  in g’ is the average of the similarity ( , )Sim n nLing i j  
and the similarity of the nodes neighbours to node ( , )n ni j

, in-neighbours and out-neighbours, as illustrated in Figure 
2. Similar method was devised in the work in (Zhang et 
al. 2012) but it uses statements representing triples rather 
than individual nodes and also in the work in (Zhang et al. 
2008) that uses similarity tree rather than similarity graph. 
The structural similarity Simstruc  of two nodes ni  and n j  is 
then calculated by the following formula:
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Where in-degree ( , )I n ni j  (number of arcs leaving 
( , )n ni j  as subject node), out-degree ( , )O n ni j  (number 
of arcs entering ( , )n ni j  as object node). Individual in-
neighbour is denoted by ( , )I n nk i j , for ( , )k I n n1 i j# #  
and individual out-neighbour is denoted by ( , )O n nk i j , for 

( , )k O n n1 i j# # .

( , )n ni j

Figure 2. Neighbouring nodes of the similarity graph node 
( , )n ni j .  

To illustrate how the similarity graph is computed we 
take the simple example displayed in Figure 3 below. Two 
ontology RDF graphs g and g’ are displayed in Figure 3-a 
and Figure 3-b. To match these two RDF graphs, we create 
the Similarity Graph G(g, g’) in Figure 3-c in which each 
node is represented by a pair of matched nodes of g and g’ 
starting from the first matched pairs (n1 and n1’ in the figure) 
then follow the corresponding matched arcs.
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Where n is the number of nodes in the similarity graph and  
( , )D n ni j  is the node ( , )n ni j  degree = indegree  ( , )I n ni j

+ outdegree ( , )O n ni j .

4. Conclusion
The work presented in this paper has taken an approach 
for effective measure of ontology similarity. This is done by 
combining two measures of similarity. One is the measure 
of linguistic similarity of ontology entities which considers 
both morphological and semantics of the entities. The 
second measure is the similarity of the ontology structure 
using its representation as RDF graph. This measure 
avoids the complexity of graph isomorphism by relying 
on the triples characteristics of RDF graphs to create a 
similarity graph. While this is a step in the development 
of the similarity problem, in future work more analysis 
still required particularly in handling the semantics of the 
different types of node labelling. in addition to testing and 
evaluating the method on real data.

Figure 3. Illustration of creating the similarity graph.
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